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1. Assemble the frame flat on the ground - get all four corner bolts started by hand before tightening them up  
with the bolts provided.

2. Drill the pilot holes for the top bolts about 1.9mtrs from the ground level - pilot hole size for timber fixing is 5mm 
– then with the frame in the down position - bolt the frame onto the wall/fence using the top holes – then lift the 
frame up until the springs click out – then fit the lower bolts.

3. Thread the line - It’s easiest to do this with the frame in the down position; starting from the top, loop the wire 
through one eyelit and clamp it up tight as in the photo below, then feed the wire through two eyelits on the 
other side and pull it as tight as possible so the P.V.C coating grabs onto the eyelit and holds the tension – 
continue until completed. The wire can be cut with good pliers.

4. To maintain the polish on the s/s tube we 
recommend Autosol Metal Polish.

5. For any installation–related enquiries,  
please feel free to contact us.

Warranty: 
The stainless steel frame is warranteed to be free of defects in workmanship to the original purchaser for 10 
years – the clothesline cord itself is not included. If a defect appears the original purchaser may return the 
product together with proof of purchase. The company will at its discretion repair or replace the defective part 
without charge to the purchaser. This warranty shall not apply when; the product has been tampered with or 
when attempted repairs have been made by unauthorised persons or when the product has been subjected 
to misuse, abuse, accident or damage in transit, or extreme acts of nature, or incorrect installation. No charges 
will be accepted for unauthorised parts and in no event shall the company be liable for any incidental or 
consequential damages or faulty stainless steel produced at the source of origin. No warranty is given other 
than that above. The clothesline cord/wire is not covered under this warranty.

INSTALLATION GUIDE
WALL-FOLDING CLOTHESINE
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1. Assemble the frame using the bolts provided.

2. Bolt the legs down onto the concrete slab or timber deck.  

3. Thread the line - It’s easiest to do this with the frame in the down position; starting from the top, loop the wire 
through one eyelit and clamp it up tight as in the photo below, then feed the wire through two eyelits on the 
other side and pull it as tight as possible so the P.V.C coating grabs onto the eyelit and holds the tension – 
continue until completed. The wire can be cut with good pliers.

4. To maintain the polish on the s/s tube we 
recommend Autosol Metal Polish.

5. For any installation–related enquiries,  
please feel free to contact us.

INSTALLATION GUIDE
FREESTANDING CLOTHESINE - PLATED MOUNT

Warranty: 
The stainless steel frame is warranteed to be free of defects in workmanship to the original purchaser for 10 
years – the clothesline cord itself is not included. If a defect appears the original purchaser may return the 
product together with proof of purchase. The company will at its discretion repair or replace the defective part 
without charge to the purchaser. This warranty shall not apply when; the product has been tampered with or 
when attempted repairs have been made by unauthorised persons or when the product has been subjected 
to misuse, abuse, accident or damage in transit, or extreme acts of nature, or incorrect installation. No charges 
will be accepted for unauthorised parts and in no event shall the company be liable for any incidental or 
consequential damages or faulty stainless steel produced at the source of origin. No warranty is given other 
than that above. The clothesline cord/wire is not covered under this warranty.
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1. Assemble the frame using the bolts provided.

2. Dig the holes about 600mm deep and 250mm diameter and set the posts to your desired height – standard 
height is 1900mm from the ground to the hinge point of the arms.

3. Set the posts in concrete.

4. Thread the line - It’s easiest to do this with the frame in the down position; starting from the top, loop the wire 
through one eyelit and clamp it up tight as in the photo below, then feed the wire through two eyelits on the 
other side and pull it as tight as possible so the P.V.C coating grabs onto the eyelit and holds the tension – 
continue until completed. The wire can be cut with good pliers.

5. To maintain the polish on the s/s tube we 
recommend Autosol Metal Polish.

6. For any installation–related enquiries,  
please feel free to contact us.

INSTALLATION GUIDE
FREESTANDING CLOTHESINE - SOIL MOUNT

Warranty: 
The stainless steel frame is warranteed to be free of defects in workmanship to the original purchaser for 10 
years – the clothesline cord itself is not included. If a defect appears the original purchaser may return the 
product together with proof of purchase. The company will at its discretion repair or replace the defective part 
without charge to the purchaser. This warranty shall not apply when; the product has been tampered with or 
when attempted repairs have been made by unauthorised persons or when the product has been subjected 
to misuse, abuse, accident or damage in transit, or extreme acts of nature, or incorrect installation. No charges 
will be accepted for unauthorised parts and in no event shall the company be liable for any incidental or 
consequential damages or faulty stainless steel produced at the source of origin. No warranty is given other 
than that above. The clothesline cord/wire is not covered under this warranty.
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